Movies, Election Change
RMC To Student Center

By JONES and SKEBO

Hundreds of Riceites threw books to the breeze and came to see Picnic Sunday night. All the TRB’s were properly dazzled by Kim Novak (why don’t Rice girls look like that! !). William Holden didn’t come off so badly either.

Caught glimpses of Sandy Boatman, Lee Arnold, Jack Whitley and Kay Layne amongst the masses. Walta Neuner and Ray Schiltz made a valiant attempt to get the dancing started in the basement but to no avail. Guess everybody got guilt complexes and scurried home to grind for a change.

CAMPAIGN headquarters moved to the basement last Tuesday for the big election nite blast. The Student Center furnished all the goodies. A new juke box (happily lacking the “Ritual Fire Dance” and the Baton Pops) was imported for the occasion, and people even danced! ! Tess Lindsey, Jim Fox, Del Lohr, and Milton Trichel were there — along with Syd Nathans who was cheering loudly for the “man from Massachusetts.” All in all the party was a huge success. Now to find an excuse to have another one . . .

SPEAKING OF parties, the birdie tells us that the RMC is trying to arrange for a pre-Thanksgiving blow-out Tuesday before the holidays. Sounds like a tremendous time to have a party if everything works out. Keep your eyes peeled for signs.

Don’t forget On The Waterfront coming Dec. 4.